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Faculty wants
spot on Board
By Cay Fultz
managing editor

The Faculty Senate unanimously passed a motion Thursday outlining steps to add a faculty
member to the JMU Board of Visitors.
The senate had not considered trying to add a
faculty member until last year when the first student served on the board, said Dr. William
O'Meara, senate speaker.
"We're the two primary constituents of the
university, the students and the faculty," O'Meara
said.
The Virginia General Assembly in 1982 passed
legislation allowing any four-year state college or
university to appoint one or more non-voting
students to its board of visitors.
The next step is to talk to local legislators about
initiating necessary legislation.
Also at its first meeting of the 1983-86 school
year, the senate passed a motion on distribution of
NCAA money.
JMU received $60,000 for appearing in the 1983
NCAA basketball tournament. JMU President
Ronald Carrier last year approved a Faculty Senate
proposal to use $20,000 of the money this year for
faculty grants and development programs.
The original motion proposed that Dr. William
Hall, dean of the graduate school, administer
$10,000 for summer research grants and $10,000
for tuition reimbursement and development programs.
The senate amended the motion so that $12,000
will be used for summer research grants and $8,000
for tuition reimbursement and development programs.
Two of the summer research grants will be used
for scholarly research and two will be used for
educational improvement.
The first category applies to projects related to a
faculty member's specific professional interest.
Educational improvement grants are used to improve classroom instruction. Such a grant might be
used to develop a new technique in teaching a
course, O'Meara said.
The senate will allow Hall to administer the
grants so as not to have a competing program with
the school, which already handles the distribution
of faculty summer research grants.
Before the NCAA money was available, the
university offered 16 research grants and four
educational improvement grants through the
graduate school.
"We're helping him (Hall) increase those
monies," O'Meara said.

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP

Hanging in there

f

A cadet rappels down the side of Shorts Hall on Thursday after the JMU ROTC
Leadership Lab Awards ceremony at which five JMU senior cadets were honored.
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Durrette speaks on education

Faculty
»*• (Continued from page 1)

With the addition of NCAA
money, the graduate school now will
be able to offer a total of 24 grants.
The $8,000 set aside for tuition
reimbursement and development
programs probably will be used
mostly for educational workshops
and seminars rather than for tuition
reimbursement, O'Meara said.
A faculty member can receive
some tuition reimbursement for taking classes or attending another
university while teaching at JMU.
In other action, the senate voted
to create two ad hoc committees.
One will study the possibility of
reduced or free tuition for faculty
members' dependents, and the other
will examine dental insurance as a fringe benefit.
The senate also elected Dr.
Charles Dubenezic and Dr. James
Dendinger, to the senate's Reconciliation Committee, which deals
with conflicts concerning privilege,
academic freedom and tenure.
..
In other business, the senate
discussed the following:
• faculty educational leaves.
O'Meara said criteria for granting
the leaves probably will be published
by Oct. 1.
Last year Carrier approved plans
to offer educational leaves for up to
25 faculty members a year.

* faculty retirement plans.
O'Meara said Gov. Charles Robb
has granted permission to state colleges and universities to offer a
retirement program as an option to
the Virginia Supplemental Retirement System.
All state employees are members
of the system..
The optional program, offered
under Teachers' Insurance and Annuity Association — College Retirement-Equities Fund, is the premier
insurance and annuity association
for college teachers, O'Meara said.
Because many schools belong to
the program, it is easier for a teacher
to move from one school to another
and continue the fund.
Carrier probably will propose the
plan at the Board of Visitors' October meeting, O'Meara said.
O'Meara also told the senate
about a voluntary early retirement
program proposed by the Council of
Presidents of State Colleges and
Universities that might be considered
by the General Assembly in 1986.
• faculty computers.
Dr. Russell Warren, vice president
for academic affairs, will look for
ways to raise more money for faculty
computers, O'Meara said.

By Charles Lundy
staff writer

Republican gubernatorial candidate Wyatt Durrette Wednesday
I said he wants an education
renaissance in Virginia.
He outlined an 18-point agenda
for improvement of the state's
educational system in a speech at
Bridge water College.
The speech, sponsored by the
Shenandoah Valley chapter of the
Phi Delta Kappa education fraternity, was attended by about 150 people.
Durrette said he favors requiring
liberal
arts
courses
for
undergraduate degrees as well as expanding student loan programs and
Virginia's scholars program.
The scholar's program allows
postponement of student loan
payments for those who teach in
state schools for at least five years
after certification.
The agenda also calls for merit
pay and competency tests for
teachers. "The primary elements of
a good school system are the principals and the teachers," he said. It
is in "the exchange of ideas where
education flourishes."
Durrette compared the merit pay
system to a career ladder, as benefits

increase with experience and responsibility. An objective system "is not
easy but we do it in other parts of
life," he said. "If you do not provide incentives for excellence, how
are you going to get it?"
He proposed scholarships to encourage teachers to return to school
and improve their teaching capacity.
He also said he favors changing certification requirements to ease the
process of getting prospective
teachers from the private sector.
Virginia Gov. Charles Robb has
set aside $500 million of the state's
projected budget surplus for education spending. Durrette pledged to
use two-thirds of this amount to increase state teacher salaries, both
across-the-board and through merit
pay.
Durrette called the downgrading
of textbooks "one of the major
reasons why our students do not
compete" with foreign students. He
promised to meet with other governors to set common standards for
textbooks companies.
Durrette, who has a mathematics
degree and graduate degrees in law
and political science, has taught
classes at Virginia Military Institute
and George Mason University. He
also taught while serving in the
military.
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TRY NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

Ciro's Pizza
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SPECIAL

PRINT JOURNALISM
Eight scholarships of $750 each will be awarded this year.
For details, see any journalism
faculty member.

Application deadline Oct. 3
SCHOLARSHIPS SPONSORED BY THE DAILY NEWS-RECORD

(with this
coupon only)

Buy a 16" pizza
toppings plus cheese

ONLY $5.99

The Original Italian Pizza
778 E, Market Street
Expires 10 ■ 75 - 85 434-5375
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Lectures to support freshman reading list
By Mark
news editor

er

A lecture series featuring JMU faculty speaking
about books on the freshman reading list will begin
Tuesday.
Dr. Ralph Cohen, English professor, will lecture
on Shakespeare's Hamlet at 8 p.m. in room 101 of
Miller Hall.
The lectures, sponsored by Sigma Tau Delta,
JMU's English honor society, will be held once a
month for seven months.
Tara Riley, president of Sigma Tau Delta, said
the series is being held to support the idea of a
summer reading list. It is intended for freshmen
but all lectures will be open to the public.
Dr. Robert Geary, English department head,
said, "I think the series is an exciting thing and it's
indicative of the kind of genuine intellectual interest" at the university.
Faculty are lecturing voluntarily, "going put of
their way to help make learning here an exciting experience," he said.
In November, Dr. Lawrence Foley will speak on
the detective novels on the list, Scoop and The
Thin Man.
Other lectures have yet to be planned, but the
series probably will include faculty in departments
other than English. Books that deal with journalism, political science or history may be discussed by faculty in those departments.
Riley said books that will interest the most peo-

ple will be chosen. Each lecture will be about an
hour, including 20 minutes for discussion.
Cohen said he hopes the series will keep
freshmen interested in reading. "We don't want
freshmen to say, *We read this list — so what?' "
The reading list is a step to reading more books,
he said.
Hamlet is a good choice to begin the series with,
Cohen said. The play is one of the most famous
works on the list, one of the first written and one
referred to more often than others, he said.
It is important for people to realize that they
don't have to be experts to enjoy Shakespeare, he
said. His work can be read for its meaning for the
world today and for "the average guy."
"There's something there for everyone," he
Said.
This summer JMU for the first time sent all incoming freshmen a recommended reading list to
help them prepare for college. The list probably
will change depending on feedback from students.
Questionnaires have been distributed to
freshman English classes to ask students which
books they read and which they liked and didn't
like.
The questionnaire will be helpful not only to
find out what students read over the summer but
also what they had read before, Geary said.
The questionnaires have not all been turned in
but the books read by the most freshmen are The
Odyssey, Hamlet, The Great Gatsby and Lord of
the Flies, Geary said.

The JMU 198S summer reading list is:
Group A (Choose at least one)
Theodore White, The Making of the President,
I960
Woodward and Bernstein, All the President's
Men
Tom Wolfe, The Right Stuff
Group B (Choose at least one)
Dorothy Sawyers, Clouds of Witness
Dashiell Hammett, The Thin Man
John Fowles, The French Lieutenant's Woman
Group C (Choose at least one)
Woody Allen, Getting Even
Calvin Trillin, Uncivil Liberties
Joan Didion, Slouching Toward Bethlehem
Group D (Choose at least one)
Graham Greene, Monsignor Quixote
Evelyn Waugh, Scoop
Group E (Please read all)
George Orwell, Collection of Essays
F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby
William Golding, Lord of the Flies
Group F (Choose at least one)
Shakespeare's Hamlet
Homer's Odyssey
Also recommended:
Kenneth Clark, Civilisation
Recommended magazines
The Atlantic, Esquire, National Review,
Smithsonian, Psychology Today, Harper's, The
New Yorker, New Republic and Scientific
American.

Campus store to host
party to celebrate hours
By Dick Futrell
staff writer

Mr. Chips, the campus convenience store, is hosting a party
tonight to celebrate its new hours.
The store will be open 24 hours
throughout the school year "win or
lose," said Hank Moody, contract
dining director. The store is operated
by food services.
Moody said he hopes to develop a
24-hour business and continue the
extended hours in the future.
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Or. Joseph Smlddy was presented with the 11th annual JMU Commonwealth Award Saturday as part of the university s Government
Day program. The award cites outstanding public service through
work in a government agency. Smlddy recently retired as chancellor
of Clinch Valley College, where he has worked since It opened in
1954.

The party will be held oetween 7
p.m. and 1 a.m. There will be a pajama contest and discounts for
students dressed in sleepwear. Mr.
Chips also will have free popcorn
and balloons.
Despite the extended hours, the
cost to operate Mr. Chips has not increased significantly from last year,
Moody said. Because the store is
busy during the day, someone is
needed to clean and stock the shelves
at night "so we might as well be
open."
Store hours last year varied each
day of the week.
Marcia McNease, the store's new
manager, said she is optimistic about
the new hours, which went into ef-

fect Sept. 1. "If the students are here
24 hours a day, they need service 24
hours a day," she said.
Business is slowest between 3 a.m.
and 5 a.m., she said. This time is used to stock shelves, mop the floor
and do other things that can't be
done during busy hours.
Since last semester, business at
Mr. Chips has nearly doubled,
McNease said. She was the
bookstore manager at Mary Baldwin
College until she came to JMU in
August.
More than 1,000 people go
through the registers each day}-she
said.
„ ' _.
Because of the increased business,
Mr. Chips has expanded its floor
space and selection. Students can
find items from cake mix to charcoal
to lunch meat. McNease plans to add
a nacho and cheese machine and a
microwave oven for burritos and
sandwiches. She also wants to stock
greeting cards, helium balloons and
house plants.
The most popular items are soft
drinks and potato chips, she said.
Anyone with suggestions or comments about Mr. Chips is encouraged to talk to a cashier.
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ARE YOU ONE OF

THE
12,000 WOMEN IN
HARRISONBURG
WHO CANNOT
WEAR EARINGS?

€E2»

Harrisonburg. Va.

Do your oars Itch, burn or break out whenever you do?
Concepts Allergy Free Earrings were created just
for you ... just for your sensitive ears. Fashioned in a
HUGE variety of styles that won't itch, burn or irritate your ears, ever! Need convincing? Try a pair of
Concepts® on us, FREE! No purchase necessary.
See for yourself that you CAN wear earrings!
Bring this coupon to
and get a FREE pair of Concepts®
Simulated Pearl earrings.

Name
Address
Cily

□ My eats are not sensitive. but I still want the quality ol CtMiftt* Earrings1
,

—

..$3.49

.State

99c

Whitehouse Apple juice

64 oz

■
•ftXFM miS COUPON FOB A FRtl Mid OF COHCiPIS"

12 12 oz. cans
Pepsi/Diet Pepsi 2 liter

COUPON
D YES. my ears need help1

Natural Lite or Busch Beer

98<p

-Zip

SIMUlAtEO PfAW EAMWlNGS

NO HJHCHASE NECESSARY'

I
'

Concepts® are created by Concept Marketing, Inc.
Your Sensitive Ear Care Professionals

Betty Crocker Hamburger Helper
Assorted varieties. *
98$

FINALLY, A COPYING
SERVICE DESIGNED
WITH YOUR NEEDS

Red Delicious apples 3 lbs.. .89<p

Originated and developed
by Kinko's Copies to help
expand the teaching universe, Professor Publishing
allows each student access
to a personal copv of course
materials and supplemental
readings... at no cost to professor or department. Count on
Professor Publishing, at Kinko's
locations nationwide.

Morton frozen pot pies

kinko's

A NATIONWyiD* NiTVXOWC Of USCTfJONIC PBINTSHO**

1010 S. Main St. Harrisonburg
433-9287
(800) 235-6910

For more information call Or Howard Hawkaa. toll-fr»« at
or m California at (80S) 987-0192
■

Fresh ground beef

99<p/lb

Delta paper towels

3/980
59<p

Utz potato chips 8 oz. bag.. .99<p
Betty Crocker Super Moist
cake mix

75$
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ROTC honors
JMU cadets
The JMU ROTC department held its Leadership
Lab Awards Ceremony Thursday.
Senior James Conrad was presented the Company Honor Cadet Award for performance in five
evaluated camp events, the Army Physical
Readiness Test, tactical field exercise, land navigation, rifle marksmanship and job performance.
Conrad and senior Edward Allen were awarded
the Platoon Honor Cadet Award, for the cadet in
each platoon with the most outstanding performance in the five evaluated camp events.
The Honor Company Award was presented to
senior Bryan Bouchelion. It is given to each
member of the company selected as Honor Company for Advanced Camp.
Seniors Henry Prosack and Lisanne Hauck were
awarded the Military Proficiency Award,
presented to the top 5 percent of the cadets at Advanced Camp based on their scores in land navigation, the Army Physical Readiness Test and rifle
marksmanship.
Conrad also was presented the Honor Cadet
Award, for cadets who rank 2 through 21 out of
3,705 on the Advanced Camp Order of Merit List
based on their performance in the five evaluated
camp events.
Conrad ranked number 7 at Advanced Camp.
Dr. Robert Shapiro, deaij of the College of Letters and Sciences, was presented the Department of
the Army Certificate of Achievement in recognition of service at First ROTC Region Advanced
Camp. He was the JMU institutional representative at camp.

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP

Seniors James Conrad, Edward Allen, Bryan Bouchelion, Lisanne Hauck and Henry
Prosack received awards at the ROTC awards ceremony Thursday.
\

O CLERK
POSTAL
JOBS
©
& CARRIER POSITIONS

WANTED

($9.48/hr to start)
Special announcement for all candidates planning to sign up for the ClerkCarrier Examination at the Harrisonburg Post Office as well as many other
Post Offices in the 228 Zip Code Area when it is announced. [Last given in
1983 — and since it won't be offered again for at least 3 years, don't miss outl]
4-HOUR WORKSHOP
Score 95-100% or Your Tuition is Refunded!
NOW It Bw time to Mm III MM It H ta icon M hlih M MM to gat MM fob. Career Pottal Workert
wtii now earn ■ (tartrnf salary «f $11,532 pits btntfltt
with M accelerates' sits Increase plan; man and woman,
reoert*eM of ate, are ili|lbJe TKaflril ttaplaanrt a peataliatvtct carttils iania« yaur aanManlalha Raajittr
of Eligible!,'' which it accemaJlthed by pasting thlt Exam. To be ana ol tha first Hired you nees ta gat ana at
the higher tcoret! Ana la be hired at all during Ihe next three yean, yea will tmi to score at least 954*.
This workshop is being offered now, prior to the formal announcement of the examination dates, to give you adequate
time to prepare lor the test Many post offices begin testing within a week ol the announcement which isn't enough
time to prepare properly By starting now. you'll be ready to attain high scores using our methods when the test is given
Come to the workshop. It you don't feel, at the end ot the course, that it wW help you achieve a score
of 95% or better, don't pay lor the workshop* Furthermore, If your score It less than 95H on the
official exam alter using our techniques, we wHI Immediately refund your tuition In full!
WANT TO RELOCATE? We are the publishers of Tha Pattal Alert, the bi-weekly newsletter giving you postal exam
dates nationwide Only The Achievement Center provides this service. Learn how you can relocate to any area of the
country you like
* You are invited to bring your tape recorder to record the workshop lor personal exam review.
* You may attend as many extra sessions of the workshop as you like (on a space available basis) without additional
tuition charge.
WORKSHOP TUITION - $40 (Includes guaranteed 4-hour Workshop. The Corey Guide to Postal Exams (with
6 complete practice tests], a Sample Exam with Answers. Workshop Workbook, "12 Important Steps for Getting
Hired into the US Postal Service" Booklet. Follow-up consultation privileges. Achievement Award to high-scorers
and Practice Kit containing Six Additional Practice Exams with Answers. Memory Test Flash Cards, and "Simulated
Exam" on cassette tape). Please bring two No. 2 pencils with you to the Workshop, ANNOUNCEMENT WITH SIGN-UP
DATES MAILED TO YOUR HOME
Seating is limited; ore-registration by phone is advised Otherwise, you may register by arriving thirty minutes early
Tuition is payable at the door by cash, check, money order, MasterCard, VISA or American Express.

CHOOSE 1 OF 2 WORKSHOPS
THURS., September 26th — 1 pm-5 Dm; 6 pm-10 pm
HOWARD JOHNSON'S RESTAURANT - HARRISONBURG

1-81 at Port Republic Rd. (Exit 63 off 1-81)
For Instant WORKSHOP RESERVATIONS
Call Today — TOLL FREE 1-800-233-2545, Ext. 4643-A
CMT ATTEMT (or tin Postal E«am WonalKd on cassette turn wrkbocHa. and aH workshop- materials mennoneo above - wall samt kil moneyOJCK guarantee - send (40 (pajs tt 00 tor $r*xmQ rthtn<my)$*f*)0><*n\Q
Can*. 697 Union
IKnon Sum
Sir** Dtp*
Dapt 4WJA
46*3-*. ManchesUr.
Manchester.
»to Tha
n» Acrwvtrnent
IVfrnmrnn Cam*
MH 03104 Charge Card orders vnfl be snipped within 48 hours oy ptontng ton 4M
free ' «X»Z»2S45. f «1 4643-* (Add St tor Federal [.press ouaramew
1 2 day da-very )
Th» AcftMveinertl Cerrler Inc is a noogroM ■ducaaonal ct*on JSOP OarkcaM t, •Uirvcrnertl through precaution Not instated •*» the U S Postal ServtC*
Copyright
1964 Acruevament Cent**

$50.00 REWARD
LAST SEEN IN JMU AREA LOOKING
THROUGH THE BREEZE
$50.00 reward for turning yourself in.*
America's fastest growing pizza
delivery company wants you!
Domino's Pizza has immediate
openings for delivery personnel.
• Realistic potential to earn
from $5-8/hr, with salary, tips
and commission.
.^
• Flexible hours and daysT9
• Bonuses and employee incentives available.
• Must be 18 yrs old.
• Must have own car and insurance, and a good driving
record.

Escape the minimum wage
trap. Come to Domino's Pizza
where the REAL dough Is.
Hiring at:
31 Miller Circle
Harrisonburg
IF YOU KNOW SOMEONE
WHO FITS THE ABOVE
DESCRIPTION, NOTIFY THE
PROPER AUTHORITIES AT
THE ABOVE ADDRESS.

Muet be employed by Domino a Pizza tor 30 working days to collect reward. Offer enda Sept 30, 1906
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• Poets
• Writers
• Artists
• Designers

Don't Miss Your Chance To

EXPOSE YOURSELF

Ana any other students -no aoutd
like to help produce JfteVs '965-%
Literary-Art Magazne
Weteesfay. Sept. 25

TO OUR CAMERA
FOR YOUR
BLUESTONE
YEARBOOK
PORTRAIT

• P.M.
HsJl. ROOM 314

WANTED
Delivery Driver

Must have own car
$3.50 per hour plus commission
Apply in person at
..

Mr. Gattfa

433-0606

MR. SHOE'S
-

,

r

All shoes $15.00 & under

Plus 10%

——Sept. 16 - Oct. 4

OFF WITH
STUDENT I.D.

Room B'■'—•

Mezzanine Level of WCC
Don'f wait until the last minute!!

434-4466
14 E. Water St.
(Behind Animal House)
Expires 9-30-85
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Students
chosen
as senators
Elections for SGA senators were
held Sept. 16.
The following senators were
elected:
Bluestone senators are Jerald
Blaze, Ashby; Lisa Culp, Cleveland;
Greg Usiskin, Gifford; Erik Ellenes,
Glick; Catherine Boyle, Hoffman;

Ann-Marie Johnson, Logan; Craig
Moore, Shenandoah; John Munster,
Spotswood; Cynthia Twining,
Wayland, and Sharon Evans, WinePrice. No senator has been elected
for Converse yet.
Lake Complex senators are
Melvin Bryant, Chandler; Katie
Murphy, Eagle; Stacy Teel, Howard
Johnson's, and Greg Gromada,
Shorts.
Village senators are Bryan Little,
Bell; Kelly Kirkpatrick, Chappelear;
Vanessa Banks, Dingledine; Lisa
Bensenhaver, Frederikson; Chip
Broadway,
Garber;
Bruce

Broadway,
Garber;
Bruce
Windesheim, Hanson; Maria Duncan, Hillside; Kathy Sayko, Huffman; Leslie Quezaire, Ikenberry;
Debbie Lynn, McGraw-Long; Darryl Hobbs, Weaver, and Jim Anzide,
White.
Greek senators are Bob Houston,
Beth Holsman and Julie Sheehan.
Presidential Apartments senators
are Christy Parker and Robert
Clark.
Commuter senators are Kerry
Armentrout, James O'Hear IV,
Randy See, Gail Bache, Lisa Young,
Robert Berry, Jim Bigger, Rob

The Party
is tonight
7:00 P.M. -1:00 A.M.
soft drinks
popcorn (?)
baltoons—
Wear your most "creative"pajamas
Judging ofPJ contest at 9:00.
All this and more at

MR. CHIPS

Hosmanek and Shawn Kerrigan.
Also, Curt Clements, Jeff Hollar,
Karl Kelley, Tim McConville, Karl
Lindsley, Peter Le Berre, Jeff Davis,
Stephen Poston and Diane Fisher.

Education problems
to be discussed
The first of a series of institutes on
problems with education will be held
Thursday.
The institute, titled "Education in
a Pluralistic Society," will address
black education, Islamic perspectives on education and education of
the Japanese.
It will begin at 1:45 p.m. in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre and is open
to all faculty, staff and students.
The purpose of the four-part
series is "to bring to the campus
outstanding authorities in the field
of education," said Dr. Z.S. Dickerson, associate dean of the College of
Education and Human Services.
— Jay Gerber

Department to give
social work awards
The social work department this
fall will award a new scholarship
given by Beverly Enterprises, a corporation involved in geriatrics. The
two $500 scholarships will be for
students pursuing a bachelor of
social work degree who have a
special interest in the geriatrics field.
To be eligible for the scolarship, a
student must have demonstrated an
interest in the geriatric field through
volunteer work, independent study
or other form of work in geriatrics.
Applications must be submitted
by Oct. 4. Recipients will be announced by Nov. 8. For more information, call the social work
department at x6221.
— Edie Morgan

Non-student
pleads
not guilty
By kelly Hanky
court reporter

_>__,

Now Open 24 hours

One non-student pleaded not guilty Thursday to driving under the influence and received an amended
charge of reckless driving.

At Entrance 4 - 5, Gibbons Hall

Driving under the Influence
• Non-student James R. Woolf, 18, of
Harrlsonburg pleaded not guilty to the
DUi charge and received an amended
charge of reckless driving. He was fined
$99 and his license was suspended for 90
days.
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ANDERSEN
is pleased to announce the
following 1985 James Madison University
graduates have recently become
associated with our firm:
AUDIT /TA*
Carolyn Andrews
Ken Beuley
Robert Blair
John Catalfamo
John Farabaugh
Donald Good
Anthony Gostomskl
Jack Karasinski
David Miller
Kin) Reese
Mary Shillinger

Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C.
Baltimore
Baltimore
Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C.
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
CONSULTING - SYSTEMS

Annie Boyd
Michael Comer
Steven Cope
Elizabeth Ferrara
Kenneth Kynett
Theresa Pufko
Debra Roberts

Male and female models needed
to present our new uptown trends
Call for more information and interview

We will be on campus on October 21, 1985
to interview December and May Accounting
graduates and on November 4, 1985 to interview
candidates for our Management Information
Consulting Practice. Please contact your
placement office regarding specific degree
requirements for our Consulting Practice.

Gxpression Hair Cutters
1431 South Main Street
434-7055

><

wom#m

v:

Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C.
Philadelphia
Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C.
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EARLY BIRD SPECIALS
CLASS RINGS
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If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Browning had
AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts,
it would have been a terrible
loss for English literature.

And of course, she wouldn't have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnets
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Friday,
and you'll save 60% off AT&T's Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday
through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So when you're asked to choose a long
distance company, choose AT&T. Because
with AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without
exhausting your means.
Reach out and touch someone.

AT&T
The right choice.
1985 AW Communications

V
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classifieds
For Rent
Madison Square Townhouse —Males to
share furnished room; Rent cheap. Call
Doug 703-256-9591.
Houae for Rent —1 block from JMU.
Private Bedroom,, shared kitchen, bath,
dining room, etc. Washer, dryer, & cable
Included. $135/month for neat responsible parson, all others $150. Call 4334084
or 434-9852 for appointment.
One Bedroom Apt: like new on Dutchmlll
Court. Water, trash and lawnmowlng provided. No pets, lease/deposit $225 '
434-2100.
Furnished Apartment one block from
campus: shared, males. 434-3491.
Needed Immediately Female roommate
to share large 3 bedroom apt. with 2
other girls. $120 plus 1/3 utilities. Call
4334700.
For Rent: one bedroom apartment. October - December. Possibly longer.
4334395.
Male: share apartment one block from
campus. Leave message -4344491.

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed
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3 bedroom, 3 level deluxe duplex to be
shared with 2 others, 2.5 miles from campus. Call Harold 434-2514,8-5 or 4334524
after 5 pm.

Nose//

FOR SALE
78 Mustang: 4 spd, PB, PS, AC; Call
Karen at 4334848.
Burmese Python: 6 1/2 feet, cage, hot
rock and water dish. $150 or offer.
4344395 ask for Wayne.
Computer Equipment New and used
(monitors, printers, accessories). Call
John x4954.
Electric typewriter with carrying case.
Good condition. Price negotiable. Call
4344118.
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1981 Kawasaki: 550 LTD. Good condition,
$1000 or best offer. Call 434-4659. ask for
Dave.

•

1983 Mustang QL ps, pb, AC, AM-FM
stereo, like new. Take over payments.
Call 2344073.
VW Fastbacfc 1972, low mileage, AM/FM
cassette, July Inspection. Call Forrest at
433-3995.
For sale: Refrigerator, $50, excellent condltlon. Call Rich, 433-1163.
Zenith TV: 12 In. black & white, excellent
condition, $60. 8284302.
Musical Equipment for Sale: TEAC
A-3340S, 4-track simul-slnc tape deck;
TEAC Model 2 Audio Mixer; MXR Stereo
10 Band EQ; Hondo Bass Guitar; Fender
Telecaster Custom Guitar; Hernandez
6 steel string acoustic Guitar, Ovation
6-strlng nylon acoustic/electric Guitar;
Crumar Synth. Performer; Peavey XR800
Powered Mixer; AKAI AA4100 Quad
Power Amp; Technics M222 Duo
Cassette Duplicator. Call Pete Miller at
434-5651 evenings at home or 5684979
weekdays.

Lost
Found: Two sets of keys in Financial Aid
Office. Call x6644.
Lost: One pink flamingo. Reward for information leading to the arrest of the
derelict who stole it some time from 3 to
3:30 Saturday from a front lawn.

Wanted
Maid Wanted to clean faculty member's
home. Tran8portatlon required. Experlence preferred. Call 2344317.
Roommate Wanted: Female. Must adore,
cats. Room furnished except for bed.
Call 433-3252 after 4:30 pm.

II

i

y^
Wanted: persons who collect/trade Boy
Scout memorabilia. I collect Shenandoah
Lodge 258 and Order of the Arrow Issues.
I have a number of O.A. Flaps for trade.
Write me at Box 2115.
, ,»
House Cleaner Wanted lor (off-campus
house. Vacuuming dusting, washing,
etc., to be done once a week. Call Rob at
433-0313.
Tutor needed for Mgr. Acctg.; also may
need help with Bus. Stats. Call Jennifer
at 434-7923.

Help Wanted
Government Jobs: $16,040 • $59,230/yr
Now hiring. Call 14054874000 ext.
R-5526 for current federal list.
Help Wanted: $5-$8 per hour. Must have
car. Call between 2 to 6 pm. 433-2300.

Services
Drafting Tops and Desks —Different
Styles. Steve, PO Box 3017.
Typing, Word Processing on letter quality printer. Overnight service available.
Call anytime. Donna Freeman, 289-9959.
Racket Stringing done on campus. Tennls, Racquetball. Call Brian, x5968.
Horizon Sure Tan Is a Professional Tanning Salon. Best Systems available and
five years of service. 1106 Reservoir St.
434-1812.

J/-*&
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available!
Catalog $2.00. TOLL-FREE HOT LINE
1400-3514222, Ext. 32. VIsa/MC or con
Guitar Lessons: Classical, Rock Folk
Jazz. Reasonable rates. Jon. 433-0936 '

Emma - I'll see you on the 27th, and I'm
looking forward to it I Love, Greg.
The UPB presents "The Motels," Sunday,
September 29, at 8 pm In the Convocatlon Center. Tickets $8.

^unhl5?JJ AP" CimPu» P'rWng Next to
MU $
mon,h c
^?°°
- »'l 433-2126
afterc5:00
pm. "*

Vote for Mr. Residence Hall - Harrison
Annex - Tuesday & Wednesday.

uZ& C7K,,tVunl°r8- So"10™. Graduate
Students, Faculty Members, visa

Sn
"9g'es - I want to attack a monkey
with C.W. Princess

434-0807. Anytime. Fund-raising opportunity. Inquire.
Student Teachers: Save time .
The
Teacher s Aide located 1/2 block from the
Post Office at 75 W. Elizabeth Street
stocks duplicating masters, bulletin
board supplies, idea books, Incentives
seasonal decorations, educational software Monday-Thursday, 104; FrldavV
10-9; Saturday, 10-5. 4334656.
'
Treat your parents to an exceptional B&B
experience In Harrlsonburg, Park View
Rawley Springs Tenth Legion, Staun.oni
uLJa.Ck8°n' Wood««ock1 Marnertown
ffital SE2 °* FJont ■**■'■ Shenandoah
896 97oI &(rS1"*k,Vt RM»"'«lons1
ad9v6eS,7a°ement()C"P
*J™JM»

PERSONALS
Juniors, Seniors, Qrads • Want CredIP
No employment - Union - This week.
Logans Run from DC to Harrlsonburg
w October 4 4 5.

United Way 5K Race and Tennis Tournament. September 28,1985. Race starts at
3:30 am at JMU Convocation Center. Tennis Is also at Convocation Center. For Intormatlon and registration, call 4344639.
S5S quwtlons answered? Call
Huth s advisor. x5441

Dr.

£*, lKVa Bu»ln»»« or Pre-Buslness major.' Then please attend Phi Beta Lambaa s Introductory meetings on Tuesday,
P.,ember 24, at 6"7 P™. WCC, Room A
S^ecinesday' September 25, at 6-7 pm,
yvee, Room D. Phi Beta Lambda - JMU's
only general business organization.
Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy test. Birthright. 4344003.
"The Motels are comlnal I
5664598 L08*n*
U

Cooklef "

RUn

'

TO Bm

Lacnan,lal

^ °'

Poreverness

5°" *»'■ S650. phone 434-1809, Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays.
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Club*, Sororities, Fraternities - we sell
any type of Imprinted Item: t-shirts, caps,
glasses, cups, matches, etc. Variety of
fund raising Items. Call 433-8489 anytime
for best prices.
Do you have green (Girl Scout) blood?
Come and help us organize JMU Campus
Scouts. Tuesday, September 24, 7 pm,
WCC, Room C.
The Skanka and The Shuffle at the
Mystic Den. Tuesday and Wednesday.
No ID required on Tuesday. Get In free
with a Skank t-shlrt. Come on out and
join the USA.

Around Town

By J- R. Rose

See "The Motels live, In concert,
September 29, 8 pml
Tracy — The RAG Club loves you and
misses you, one of Its charter members.
Eat a pizza and toast our cause. Your
boss.
UPB Ticket Committee: Thank you for
your help, support, and hard work this
past month. You're all doing a great Job!
Please keep It up. Thanks again, Joyce.
Congratulations to SPE Brother, Mike
Rombach, the new IFC House Manager.
SPE
Boss - Thanks for the beautiful
memories. You're the best. Love always PMC
Way to go Alpha Qaml I'm so proud of
you.
Happy Birthday. Andll We love you! JIM
and Michelle
Rklo - Amazing entertainment for the kiddles. Instruction given to Interested
parents. Miss Fiona Odir, 13 Rold Road,
Unwell Heath.
Lesley - Congratulations on your promotlon. Love you, Debbie
AST, thanks for the 3/4 formal Saturday
night. Next time let's go all the way I! SPE
Listen .. There's something In the alrlll
Dearest 8B - Thanks for 729 Fantastic
days I Love, your FA
Andrea - Happy 21st. Now It's official.
Application to "Jody Principle".
JMU Video Network ■ Watch Us Work for
You! "JMU Today" and "Profiles" air for
the first time this semester Wednesday,
September 25, at 2:30 and 8 pm on cable
channel 8. Watch It!
______
Congratulations to the new SPE Little
Sister officers: Ann-Marie Johnson,
President; Judy Pender, VIce-Presldent;
Julie Sanches, Treasurer; and Elaine
Stephanos, Secretary. SPE

New Comic

By Kip Talbot

Outdoor Party Palace dudes and
dude-set: You can't beat sex in the
woods, twister at gunpoint, brushing
your teeth with Mountain Dew, hackeytube and all the rest of the nonsense that
there's not room for. Let's do It again
soon and remember to bring some more
tapes.
________—————•
U Know Who: Time for an even trade but
It's up to you to take the Initiative. Surprlsed"> Keep the secret. Love, Kyra.
Mary: Here's to green bottles, whales,
roof scanning, the front window, "Midway trips," 50-page chapters and lemon
juice. Love, your roomie.
Ken: I know you Invited your tamiiy only
to get your book. Will you squeal or
squirt, or both? Mark.
Brian: When's lunch? Time _*:__**__"
burgers and "the real, classic Coke. Me.
This weeks proof: God would have written his disertatlon on Shakespeare. The
R-A-G Club.
,
_
Couch Potato: Maybe you'll _**,«_•
between Wheel of Fortune and I Love
Lucy. Mark.
Lynnle: I'm behind you and the x*™
team all the way. You guys are ter mc. Your stauncheat supporter, Beanie.
Stace: The Rats were hotter «*•"•£'
latSrdey night Sure "^K»'SK
face and sparkling ^SET00, *"
-vj^i. - Old Friend, I think-

Continuation of this comic stripwill depend upon student feedback
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Arts & People
Bodybuilding: Strengthening tl
Article by Constance Walker
Graphic by Brad Shaevel

•

In the JMU weightroom on the second
floor of Godwin Hall, abdominal muscles
tighten, biceps bulge, teeth grit and neck
muscles strain as weightlifters strive to gain
the toned body of the '80s.
The Muscle & Fitness Magazine, one of
the largest national weightlifting magazines
with a circulation of more than 300,000, has
noticed the addition of women to the
bodybuilding scene. The covers of the
magazine are an indication of the popularity of women in weightlifting; now, most
issues have a male and a female on the
cover.
Long regarded as strictly a male pursuit,
bodybuilding still faces some hurdles in being acceptable for women. Myths abound
— that weightlifting will turn a woman into
an Arnold Schwarzenegger, that there is no
point in the sport unless you plan to compete, that it is somehow defeminizing.
Men and women are beginning to
recognize the myths and realize the advantages of the sport. Although JMU is beginning to catch the fever, the sport still is not
as popular here as it is in places like
Blacksburg, Christiansburg and Roanoke.
Andrea Dunn, a competitive bodybuilder
who recently completed a master's degree in
psychology at Virginia Polytechnical Institute, said the bodybuilding attitude for
women is changing.
Dunn, 34, teaches weigtlifting classes and
did a study connecting mental imagery with
physical workouts. She said most people
bodybuild for basic health reasons, but the
benefits extend beyond reshaping the body
and obvious physical health.
Weightlifters agreed that building body
strength also builds confidence. They are
better able to concentrate, set goals and
deal with stress. "If I were a man, I would
be relieved if a woman took control of her
body," Dunn said.
Dave Goad, owner of Goad's Gym in
Blacksburg, said weightlifting is the best
way to.reshape the body. When women are
exposed to the exercise, the misconception
of masculinity defeating femininity breaks
down quickly.
■. !h£ FI°blem with misunderstanding
bodybuildung is not as much in areas surrounding colleges and with a heavy youth
population, he said. YMCA courses, along
with college athletics programs are helping
to educate people about the sport.
But what kind of women lift weights'
Gina Turner, a buyer for AT&T, lives in
Christiansburg and has been lifting weights
l°L\yefT, HCC husband' »-competitive
her
star,ed
hbodybuilding.
HyKU ?,"• 8°lReactions
to with
her
bodybuilding have been varied. While some
people make cracks such as "Oh, don't beat
me up, others show interest and ask adu
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Stoneman has been bodybuilding and exercising for seven years. "I wanted to
reshape my body from a Coke bottle look.
Weightlifting was a training routine that
trained all muscles to their maximum
capacity. It's a good weight reduction and
fitness program. You can determine how
far you warn to go, just to tone or to .compete."
Most women in Virginia competitions are
in their mid-20s or early 30s, Stoneman
said. "They do it for fun, or they had
children, started going to the gym to get in
shape and found themselves getting into
it."
But the sport is more than picking up
dumbbells and posing in front of a mirror.
Weightlifting is a complex network of
weights, aerobics, diets, poses and timing.
The. weightroom becomes a classroom.
Knowlege of free weights, machine weights,
muscle groups, competitions and nutrition

>ne is a muscle-bound hulk,
have to be unfeminine.

With all this, Dunn said it is easy to
become obsessed with training for a competition. "But there has to be other things
in your life besides bodybuilding. It is easier
to over-train than not to train enough. The
body needs time to recover."
She recommended workouts be changed
every six weeks since muscles adapt to the
demands put on them. The change also
keeps the mind mentally fresh.
Bettian Altizer changed from powerlifting to bodybuilding for just that reason.
"It was a mental break. It was mental
pressure to put 315 pounds on my back and
lift it three times."
Altizer, who has been lifting for more
than two years, explained that powerlifting
is the ideal of building strength and is the
most masculine sport for women.
Powerlifting deals with the major muscle
groups, and competitors are rewarded for
strength in three lifts — the squat, the
bench and the dead lift. Powerlifting is a
more objective sport while the criteria for
bodybuilding is more subjective, based on
how you look.

it

Altizer said she always has been competitive. Powerlifting gave her an outlet and
boosted her ego. "Powerlifting is not a
graceful sport like bodybuilding. You either
lift the weight or you don't," she said.
But Altizer said shows like the recent
documentary "Pumping Iron II" give
women's bodybuilding a bad name. The
myth of masculine women comes from people that are already masculine and use
steroids to accentuate the point, she said.
But the myth of the hulk-like woman
weight lifter lives on. Dunn and Stoneman
explained that the women on stage posing
have the extreme muscular look because
they are at their peak and their muscles are
pumped up. "You can't keep up that look.
In clothes, on the street, these men and
women look trim and athletic," Stoneman
said.
Even in bodybuilding competitions, officials differ on how women weightlifters
should be judged — on their femininity or
their muscles.
But Stoneman does not believe there has
to be a distinction.
"To me, it is more unfeminine to be 60
pounds overweight than to have muscles.
My husband would rather grab a bicep than
flab."

JMU weightroom hours are
listed below.
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become second nature.
Weightlifting is not an exact science. It is
a matter of experimenting to find what
routine works and then changing the
routine as the body changes.
Both Dunn and Stoneman agreed that
beginners should have basic guidance from
someone who knows the sport to avoid
serious injuries. Both suggested working
with a partner. Training with someone you
know well makes the workouts easier, and
you develop a trust with the partner.
Stoneman trains with her husband, Chip,
about three hours a day, six days a week.
"It's the perfect sport for couples. We are a
support group for each other. But to get In
here like this, you have to love it. It is not a
glamorous sport."
S
And neither is the dieting, which must
always accompany a bodybuilder's training
program since low body fat is necessary to
show off "cuts," definitions in the muscle
tissue. According to Stoneman, cuts and
muscle symmetry are the most important
features judges look for.
Most weightlifters. however, do not alter
their diets to any extreme. Crash diets are a
complete no-no. Dunn said, You can
train to the best of your ability if you don t
ea* balanced meals. A low fat diet, high carbohydrates and medium protein, and no
refined sugar."

Godwin Hall, Rm. 141:
1-3 p^., Mon., Wed. and
Fri.
Godwins Second Floor
weightroom
3-10:45 p.m., Mon. and
Wed.
1-10:45 p.m., Tues. and
Thurs.
1-8:45 p.m., Fri.
11 a.m.-4:45 p.m., Sat.
1-8:45 p.m., Sun.
Logan Hall weightroom:
8 a.m.-midnight, MorvFri.
9 a.m.-midnight, Sat. and
Sun.
Staff photo by MING LEONG

Karen Jones works out st the Logan
fitness center.

Logan Hall's weightroom
is only for females.

A
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Staff graphic by CHRIS SPROUSE

Movie fails as 'Warning Sign'
"Warning Sign" is mistitled. If this film attempts to be a "warning sign" against genetic
engineering of biological warfare — subjects dealt
with in the film — then it fails. But the film is not
ineffective. At times gripping and horrifying,
"Warning Sign" is effective but not for the right
reasons.
The film is a strange combination of "The
China Syndrome" and some of the "Dawn of the
Dead" — zombie horror films of the past 20 years.
The combination is effective for creating a sense of
terror and suspense, but that sense is an isolated
one. The film fails to create a greater fear that
could have added to its impact.
In an isolated western farming community, a
company called BioTek develops new strains of
yeast and grains by genetic engineering. At least
that is what they tell the community. The company
actually is developing new forms of biological warfare that have been outlawed by a Superpowers'
treaty.
When an accidental spill occurs in a lab room,

Art review

the building is shut off and the secret government
task force comes in to assess the situation. The
local sheriff, Cal Morse (Sam Waterston), whose
wife Joanie (Kathleen Quinlan) is a security guard
in the building, enlists the aid of a former BioTek
employee when the government men cannot find a
solution. This employee, Dr. Fairchild (Jeffrey
Munn) looks suspiciously like a character from
"WarGames."
Meanwhile, the chemical spill inside that infects
most employees, but not Joanie, turns the
employees into raving paranoics and mutants.
They go on the rampage, hunting rescue teams sent
in by the task force and other employees sealed off
from infection. Joanie must hold them off and
seach the laboratory for the anti-toxin.
As Joanie, Quinlan turns in the best performance of the film. She is the model of the heroine
under pressure: frightened for her own sake, yet
always thinking as clearly as possible and always
concerned for the greater good. The audience can
identify with her almost from the start.
Waterston (''The Killing Fields") and Yaphet

Kotto, playing the chief government official, are
preoccupied with something other than the plot.
Both are unable to make their characters likeable.
G.W. Bailey, as plant employee Mr. Schmidt,
puts in a good showing. He is becoming one of the
best character actors in movies today.
The impact of "Warning Sign" is not what it
could be, though. The film has no moral to it. No
one in particular is blamed for what happens —
not the government, not the individual characters.
The film makes vague references to U.S. treatybreaking and the harm in fooling with genetic
engineering, but these are inconsequential to the
film as a whole.
The isolated incident, central to the film, is kept
isolated. "The China Syndrome" was more effective because it made the meltdown in a nuclear
power plant central to the lives of the audience and
to the film's characters.
"Warning Sign" does not leave you wondering
if something like this could happen in your
neighborhoods

r~

Virginia Link

Mexican culture photos
shown at Zirkle House
The works of Manuel Alvarez
Bravo grace the hall of The New Image Gallery of Zirkle House through
Sept. 28. Bravo, a 79-year-old
photographer of Mexico, strives to
capture the identity of his country on
film.
His black and white photos are
stark portraits of a harsh, primitive
land. Each captures a different angle
of Mexican life and culture. Bravo's
works display a crisp freshness that
brings the people into a focus that
exalts, rather than demeans, their
simplistic lifestyle.
Interestingly, Bravo strives to

maintain his anonymity because his
portraitures of reality speak best for
themselves.
Three works in the exhibit exemplify the interests of Bravo. A
photograph of bicyclers crossing
deserted land at dusk indicate
Bravo's flair for the unusual. The
land appears vast; the voyagers are
only a minute entity within the
center of the barren country.
A photo of a Mexican female child
discloses another interest of Bravo:
expression through angle. The child
stares down at her audience with an
open-eyed look that discerns wisdom

Staff graphic by CHRIS SPROUSE

and pride.
The third photo illustrates another
device implemented by Bravo—
simplicity versus complexity. The
photograph of a curving, stone stairway arouses a sense of crudity in
material; yet, the wall's curve and
chiseled stairwell must have required
much manual toil. The value of
this elementary photo is heightened

by its peculiar angle, which gives the
appearance of unarranged and untouched structure.
Through Bravo's expertise, the
audience discovers Mexico's purity,
reality and culture.
Bravo
photographs a Mexico that is seen, a
Mexico of complex primitivism and
unprecedented spirit and development.
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Weird Al
Yankovic
The pop rock satirist performed for an audience of 800 in
Wilson Hall's auditorium
Thursday
night.
The
jokester s works include his
1984 hit "Eat It," a spoof on
Michael Jackson's "Beat It"
and a take-off on Madonna's
"Like a Virgin'' titled
"Like
a Surgeon." JMU is one of 70
stops on Yankovic s U.S. tour.
The concert lasted almost
three hours.

Photos by Stephen Jaffe
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Turnovers drop Dukes to 2-1
By Mark Charnock
sports editor

JMU head coach Joe Purzycki
was obviously drained after this one.
He stood on the sideline Saturday
and watched his football team lose
to Liberty University 9-3 in a way
that probably gave him nightmares
all night

This was the same intense Purzycki who had preached to his team
constantly about discipline, technique and,most of all,concentration.
Against Liberty it seemed as
though none of these qualities was
present as the Dukes put together a
collection of errors that made Purzycki cringe.
You could pick the six turnovers,

the numerous delay of game
penalties or JMU's lack of motivation against the Division II Flames
as reasons for the upset.
This was a game that was supposed to send the Dukes springboarding
into the tough part of their schedule
with William and Mary next week
and nationally ranked Richmond on
the horizon.

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP

Dukes' quarterback Eric Green Is taken down by a Liberty defender during Saturdays 9-3 upsst by the
Eagles.

Instead, the Dukes (2-1) had Purzycki realizing his greatest fear.
"We fell victim to the very thing I
was most afraid of," he said. "That
was taking Liberty too lightly.
"I just couldn't convince them
that this could happen."
Things looked as though they
would go well early in the game. The
Dukes started a solid drive after
Mike Jones picked off a Paul
Johnson pass to give JMU possession at its own 29.
The Dukes took it to the Liberty
10 yard line before fullback Warren
Marshall fumbled to kill the drive.
It was a particularly tough night
for Marshall. He rushed for 179
yards to become one of only four
JMU runners to break the
2,000-yard plateau. However, he
also fumbled twice on key drives
deep in Flames' territory.
Purzycki said he still has confidence in his fullback despite the
turnovers, including a fumble on the
goal line, preventing JMU from taking the lead in the second quarter.
Ironically, that was the same drive
that saw Marshall break the 2,000
yard mark.
"I've got a good deal of confidence in him," Purzycki said.
"I'm certainly not going to abandon
him."
Despite the offensive letdown,
Purzycki commended his defense for
another fine effort.
Senior nose tackle Doug West had
a game-high 14 tackles, while
linebackers Charles Haley and Dean
McCullough each registered 11.
Haley, who was expected to be on
the sidelines with a bruised shoulder,
also blocked the extra point attempt
on the Eagles' only touchdown.
The score came in the second
quarter after Johnson became the
See DUKES page 17 ►

Cross Country runs into obstacles
By Mike Wilson

JMU men's cross country coach Bill Walton
expects this season to be a building year and an
opportunity for his young team to gain experience.
The team, however, has already run into one
major obstacle that Walton could do nothing
about.
"We came back to school sick," Walton said,
referring to juniors George Fitch and Jeff Mort.
Fitch returned suffering from mononucleosis
and might be out all year. Mort returned with a
viral infection and is "not back up to par yet."
Walton said he might be able to run by October.
Fitch and Mort were expected to run one and

two for the Dukes. In their absence those spots
have been taken by two freshmen.
Doug Bloor and Bob Jones finished first and
second in the Dukes' early season loss to Shippensburg University.
Walton said he has high hopes for the pair, but
"right now they're just getting experience."
Other members of the team are freshmen
Richard Shea and Dan Marini and sophomores
David Meyer and Tim Wright.
Wright, who finished third for the Dukes
against Shippensburg, has been running well in
practice. Walton said he might rank with Bloor
and Jones soon.
Team members trained on their own this summer, but Walton kept in touch with them

through letters and phone calls.
The team had its first official practice on
Labor Day, Walton said.
Bruce Coldsmith, Walton's new assistant
coach, also has been doing a lot with the cross
country team this year.
Coldsmith, an active runner himself, is sponsored by the Saucony national team and once
qualified for the Olympic Marathon Trials.
Thtf Dukes are gearing their season toward two
championship meets — the Colonial Athletic
Association championship and the IC4A's
Walton said.
* '
In the CAA championship the Dukes will face
some of the top teams in the country, includina
Navy and George Ma--
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West succeeds in defensive transition
By Rob Washburn
staff writer

With the JMU offense committing seven turnovers in Saturday's loss to Liberty University, the
Dukes' defense had an especially tough assignment
against the Flames.
Tough assignments have been the order
throughout JMU's first three games, but amazingly the Dukes' defense has allowed an average of
less than 11 points a game.
One man largely responsible for that performance is 5-foot-ll, 260 pound noseguard Doug
West.
"Our defense has played well, and Doug's a
large part of that," said JMU head coach Joe Purzycki. "He's the real mainstay of the defense".
Against Liberty, the sophomore led the Dukes
with 14 tackles, including a quarterback sack.
Through the first three games he has averaged
more than 10 stops, getting a sack in each game.
West said he is just one part of the fine JMU
defensive effort this season.
•"I think the defense has played above par,"
West said. "When we've had our backs against the
wall we've pulled from deep within."
Making West's play even more outstanding is
the fact that last year he lettered as a freshman at
offensive guard. For West, the switch back to
defense was not as difficult as the first position
assigned him at JMU.
"I feel right at home on defense," he said. "I
played offense and defense in high school, so making the transition really wasn't hard.
"My high school coach thought I would play
defense in college, so 1 worked on defense over the
summer. It was hard making the transition to offense."
When Purzycki came to JMU, he immediately
moved West to defense.
"We thought his skills would make him the
perfect kind of noseguard for our defense," Purzycki said. "He's very quick, very compact and extremely strong."

Dukes

*■ (continued from page 16)

third opposing quarterback in as
many weeks to be forced to make an
early exit.
Johnson left the game in the second quarter with a broken jaw.
Backup Amos Horton came in for
Johnson and engineered a 13-play
drive ending with a pass to Doug
Smith in the end zone with 13
seconds remaining in the half.
Although Purzycki was pleased
from a defensive standpoint, he was
somewhat aggravated that many of
his defensive personnel went out
with injuries.
"I didn't find a whole lot of fault
with the defense," he said. "It does
disturb me when that many people
were lifting themselves."
The quarterback battle for the
Dukes was also in the spotlight.
When starter Jon Roddy could
chalk up no points in leading JMU,
Purzycki turned to Eric Green with
3:17 left in the third quarter.
Green led the Dukes to the Liberty
goal line and appeared to score the
go-ahead touchdown. However, an
illegal motion penalty moved the ball
back to the six yard line. After an incomplete pass, a delay of game
penalty moved the ball back to the

Staff photo by STEPHEN JAFFE

JMU's Doug West closes in on a Liberty halfback during action Saturday night.
West's defensive statistics are very impressive,
especially since he is often double and tripleteamed by opposing linemen. Of his 31 tackles this
season, 12 have been unassisted.
To West, the JMU defense has not been adversely affected by the number of turnovers.
"When we have our backs against the wall, it
just sets something off," he said. "It triggers some
emotion."

11 yard line and forced the Dukes to
settle for a Joe Henry 28-yard field
goal.
Purzycki said the delay was mostly
a coaching flaw.
"That's coaching," he said. "I'm
not laying that on the shoulders of
the quarterbacks."
Green had his problems too, having one of his few passes intercepted
on the Dukes' next drive at the
Flames' 21 yard line.
Purzycki said he was pleased with
Green's performance, but sent Roddy out for the last series with 2:07 remaining in the game.
Roddy did no better leading the
Dukes as penalties and another fumble set JMU up with a fourth and 25
situation.
Roddy completed a pass to Dan
Robertson that Tell just short of a
first down.
Liberty University chancellor and
founder Jerry Falwell called Flames'
head coach Morgan Hout after the
game to commend him on the
"greatest win in the history of the
program," Hout said.
On the other side things weren't
quite as jubilant. Marshall reflected
on the loss saying, "I grew some
tonight. I hope everyone else did,
too."

i

West said he isn't bothered that linemen don't
get the same notoriety as the guys who make the
big plays.
"It really doesn't bother me, especially at
JMU," West said. "Everytime you make a
tackle... People at the game know it, and afterwards they come up to you and tell you that you
played a great game."

Golfers fifth
in tourney
The Dukes placed fifth out of 17
teams in the
Virginia Military
Institute-Washington and Lee Invitational Tournament held in Lexington, Va. over the weekend.
JMU combined to shoot a score of
609 for the two-day, 36-hole tournament while first-place finisher Elon
College shot 592.

Men's Cross Country
JMU finished sixth in a field of
nine at the University of Delaware
Invitational Saturday.
The Dukes were led by freshman
Doug Bloor, who placed seventh

Women's
Cross Country
The Dukes finished fourth out of
10 teams at the Indiana (Pa.) Invitational Saturday.
Teren Block led JMU with a sixthplace finish.

Soccer
JMU defeated Navy 2-0 Friday in
Annapolis, Md. and boosted its
record to 2-3.
Senior forward Mark Agee scored
both goals for the Dukes.

Volleyball
The Dukes lost four out of five
matches in the North Carolina State
Invitational Tournament over the
weekend and dropped their record to
5-7.
JMU, the only Division II team in
the tournament, defeated Pennsylvania but lost to North Carolina,
North Carolina State, Duke and
South Carolina.

W&
The Rugby Club "A" side
defeated Virginia Military Institute.
16-7 Sunday in Lexington, Va.
The "B" team also won 34-0.
The club's league record stands at
1-0 and its overall record is even at
1-1.

MBM""*-**"*"
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Viewpoint
Faculty voice
The administration at JMU, with its highly touted five-year plan, is
making a great effort to seriously emphasize academics at this
school. The Virginia General Assembly fully supports the plan, but it is
time to back this up with more than money. There is no better place to
emphasize academics than with the teachers; and what better way
than emphasizing the role the faculty plays. JMU needs a faculty
member on its Board of Visitors.
It's a wonder the faculty doesn't have representation on this
school's governing body. Of the three major groups that make up this
school, only two — the administration and the students — are
represented. Students were given a non-voting member last year it
was an essential addition to the board. A faculty member, even a nonvoting one, is equally essential. The faculty are a permanent part of
the day to day academic life at this university, and they should have a
greater voice in how this university is governed.
The Board of Visitors needs to be more in touch with what constantly goes on at this school — the daily concerns of the students and the
faculty. Presently, these concerns aren't adequately represented on
the Board. The Board meets only four times a year and its next
meeting (Oct. 4) will not even be held at JMU; it will be held in Norfolk.
At the Faculty Senate meeting Thursday, the body passed a motion
outlining steps needed to add a faculty member to the Board, and for a
petition of the General Assembly to pass such legislation. The
General Assembly ultimately wilL decide whether faculty members
will be on the Board of Visitors here and at other state schools.
We urge local legislators, administrators at JMU and our own Board
of Visitors to make every effort in getting this legislation presented to
the General Assembly. A well-rounded university needs well-rounded
representation.
The above editorial is the opinion of The Breeze's editorial board.
Opinions expressed in Viewpoinl do nol necessarily represent the opinions of the faculty, staff,
or student body of this university.

Ford's speech: the message was there

v»

The subject of President Ford's speech Tuesday
night did not suggest that he had come with a
message for college students. "Fiscal Policy — The
White House and Congress" sounds like a boring
repetition of economic statistics straight from the
pages of Business Week.
Y This was not the case. Although it was not the
main point of the text in front of him, Ford's
speech did contain a message all of us would do
well to heed.
Early on, Ford directly addressed students by
describing his experience in colleges and
classrooms as justification for his optimistic vision
of the future of the country.
Tomorrow, he said, will be well-handled by
those of us in school today. This may have been a
sincere expression, but more likely it was a pitch to
ensure a receptive audience.
The important message lay in his remarks about
the federal deficit, the cornerstone of the whole
speech. Although the increasing deficit affects the
whole economy, Ford appropriately pointed out
the result most pertinent to his audience: the
decline in the availability of jobs for graduates.
Government, he said, must act to reduce the
deficit before we face an economic catastrophe.

■■■ ;•**.

He outlined a number of steps the government
could take to reduce the deficit. Included were putting the brakes on the growth of programs like
welfare and social security, and slowing down
planned defense expenditures. But as he said, these
steps require action by the government, and action
is required now.

Centerpiece
Charles Lundy
Our government is designed so that it must
ultimately respond to the will of the people it
governs. The people, therefore, serve to motivate
the machinery of government.
JMU students are included in this group.
Our leaders act largely in response to the will of
the people who regularly vote them into office.

The messages we send to them at the ballot box, in
the mail and in the pages of publications like The
Breeze help dictate the decisions they will make
In other words, letting our congressmen,
senators and state representatives know that we expect to be able to find jobs after graduation might
help motivate them to reduce the deficit
JMU's 9,400 students can translate into a lot of
votes.
thUL^Ji^l ,communi«"e with them, then
they re not likely to act on the deficit quickly
enough to save the class of 1989 from unemployment They may even continue, as Ford said they
are, disguising tax increases as "revenue enhanceFord wanted us to realize something easy to
kere d
f
He^an^nH
. ^
* CO,,e
He wanted to drive home
the° fact
that*'«»£•».
seemingly
far-away problems like the federal deS w 11
uUimately affect us This was his message for M
college students, whether or not they rudely walked out while he was taking questions from the au-
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Readers' Forum
Campusquote

Ford's speech

"Which graduation format do you
prefer, satellite or quad, and why?

"I think they should
have a part of the
graduation, the
speech, on the quad,
and then separate into
the schools to get
diplomas."
Jill Buss
Junior
marketing education
"I prefer quad
because there's more
unity in an entire
class graduating."

\

9

Students were disrespectful,
for a fine institution and student body. At 8 p.m.
To the editor
Although we find JMU an outstanding institu- our speaker praised JMU. At 8:45 some of you
tion of higher learning, there are those who tarnish chose to insult that same speaker as well as the rest
its ever-advancing reputation with lack of respect of us who were distracted and dismayed by your
and outright rudeness. We are speaking to those of blatant audacity.
We would rather you not have attended then
our peers who felt compelled to flee an otherwise
interesting speech given by the Hon. Gerald R. have to contend with watching an invited guest,
our university and a well-mannered audience be
Ford, former president of these United States.
We congratulate the JMU programming board distracted and disrupted by your insensitivity and
for its effort to raise the caliber of speakers at- lack of social education.
tracted to the university. As a student we feel forCarolyn Covey
tunate to be exposed to outstanding national
senior
figures.
biology
Not only does walking out on the Ford lecture
three other signatures
shbw disrespect for a distinguished guest but also

Dave Park

junior

...dressed inappropriately...

geology
"Quad, because I
have a lot of friends
outside the business
school and Ud like to
see them graduate."
Laura Morgan
senior

economics
"I think the quad is
much nicer beAiise
the setting is very
beautiful and it
makes for a nice
graduation."
Michele Verbeke
senior
social work
"I think it should be
a quad ceremony
because I have friends
who are not business
majors and I'd l«ke to
see them graduate
and party with
them."
Barry Cox
senior
marketing
Student responses in Campusquote are not
necessarily representative of the entire JMU
population.
Compiled by Cathy Sparkman.
Photos by Mint 1*°**-

To the editor
Did you know Gerald Ford fell down the stairs
and broke his leg when leaving the stage last Tuesday night?
Of course not, and neither did most of the
"unapathetic" people at JMU who took the time
to pick up their free ticket and go all the way to the
Convocation Center. Why, you ask? Only because
many of those same unapathetic students were so
rude as to get up and leave during the question and
answer session. Come on people! Where were your
manners?
This was a former President of the United
States, not some low life. And speaking of low
lifes, it's so nice of those who did ask questions to
dress up for your only chance to meet Mr. Ford

face to face. Sure, we didn't dress up either, but we
also didn't go up to ask him a question.
This is probably the only time we'll say we're
ashamed of JMU and also that we're on the side of
the apathetic. At least they didn't bang their way
down the bleachers. Come on JMU! Get it
together! We'll be lucky if this isn't the first and
the last of JMU's great speakers.
Bruce Livingstone
junior
communication arts
18 other signatures
P.S. We're only kidding about his leg.

and left a bad impression.
To the editor
•
As proud students of JMU, we would like to
thank former President Gerald Ford for appearing
at our school and making the night of Sept. 17 a
memorable one. The University Program Board
deserves praise for bringing Ford to JMU. It was
truly a unique honor and privilege to listen to such
a distinguished man. By having Ford as a guest
speaker, this school has taken a major step in advancing toward its often-stated goal of becoming
the finest undergraduate university in the country.
However, in order to attain this lofty goal, we
must first develop pride in our own school and act
like students of a first class university.
Much to our dismay, students began filing out
of the Convocation Center while Ford was cordially entertaining questions from the audience. Walking out at that time showed an incredible lack of

respect for the 38th president. We were shocked,
appalled and even embarrassed by this rude
behavior.
Furthermore, what self-respecting university
would not charge admission to students because it
was not sure anyone would bother going to hear a
man of Ford's stature speak about an important
issue?
According to one of his earlier statements, Ford
apparently had heard good things about JMU
before arriving in Harfisonburg. It's sad that he
probably left us with a not-so-favorable impression of our school.
Jim Althoff
junior
communication arts
three other signatures
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Summary: Ford forgot
country's other problems
To the editor
Gerald Ford's speech was comforting. He
enumerated the various economic advances we are
1
making. He lauded the current number of workers
employed and the recent drop in unemployment.
He accepted with small concern the huge trade
deficit, loss of industry to overseas competition
and agricultural decline.
He chose to ignore that the positive direction of
employment is natural on the heels of the worst
recession since the depression. The tone of this
"state of the union" section of the speech was consistantly positive: foreigners love it here, freedoms
are greater than behind the iron curtain, everything
is basically all right, there are no pressing demands
upon government finances.
Conveniently forgotten were untended hazardous
waste sites, regulatory agencies stripped of their
manpower, overcrowded prisons, depressing
statistics on education and a rising illiteracy rate.
Poverty rates are high despite a recent ebb. Fully
one-fifth of our children are living in harsh conditions which foster malnourishment and stunted
development.
On Tuesday night. Ford was concerned with our
only real problem: the deficit. The case put forth
was familiar: "Resolve the deficit and you will
have JOBS, ignore it and court disaster." This

logically leads to a course of belt-tightening
(revenue enhancement, etc.) and fat trimming.
The military should be partner to some frugality, probably through tighter contract controls and
greater competition in bidding or something equally cosmetic. Ford is unequivocally in favor of
President Reagan's major military procurements.
This presents an anomaly in Ford's budget cutting
policy because the B-l, MX and particularly the
600-ship Navy are costly items to buy and maintain. Congress recognized this and cut funds from
all three, canning a proposed new army divison for
good measure.
That brings us to transfer payments, 42 percent
of the federal budget. They are many things to
many people: to the aged, a roof overhead; to the
infirmed, medical care; to the destitute, food on
their table. To Ford, they are merely payments of
government dollars to people.
Let's hope when Congress finally confronts this
crisis, the specifics of government transfers and the
strategic needs of the nation are considered in a rational, comprehensive manner.

S

The Breeze
is useful
To the editor
I have found many good uses for The
Breeze besides the obvious: paper 'training
puppies, lining kitty litter boxes and bird
cages, etc. Some of the best uses are checking
the grease content of the food at Duke's Grill
and D-Hall and lighting those imaginary
fireplaces over at Madison Manor in the
winter.
If you've forgotten your umbrella when
it's raining, just stop off at the post office
and pick up a copy of The Breeze. Instead of
throwing toilet paper at basketball games,
just put The Breeze to good use and throw it
at the court.
But seriously, the best use which has beenx
tried and tested under rugged conditions is to
clean the scum off your car's windshield. It
doesn't leave any streaks so you can clearly
see what's really happening. Now isn't that
just like The Breezel

Fred Piercey
senior
social science

Rumor Control:
Salads Plus is not closed -We are open as usual.
Same Multi-Item Salad Bar!
Same Homemade Soups and Breads!
Same Relaxed Atmosphere!

- AND Every Wednesday, all you can eat Taco Salads.
Bring A Friend!
Salads Plus, located in the Shenandoah
Room, Chandler Hall.
Open Monday
through Friday, 11:00 AM - 2:00 PM. D-Hall
Contracts accepted.

.

Chris Forrest
sophomore
management
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The Interfraternity and
Panhellenic Councils
wish all rushees the
best of luck with Rush.

ListenSomething's in the air
WMRA90.7FM
$

4

WMRA's Campus Awareness Campaign
Sept. 24-26, 10:30 A.M. -2 P.M. WCC Patio
Games, Prizes, Raffles, & Information

51 Court Square
434-4464
.Flaw Fee*'

Complete Dinners
as low as $3.95!!!

FIESTA JM16HT
Tex-Mexican Menu
available every Monday
5:30 - 9:00p.ml
Carry Out Menu Available

Clip and Save Coupons
1
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Mexican earthquakes kill 2,000
MEXICO CITY (AP)
Mexico City's
mayor, Rairon Aguirre, told the Associated
Press late Saturday that 1,641 bodies had been
recovered from under collapsed buildings in the
capital, but that 2,000 people were still believed
pinned under debris and possibly dead.
Unofficial reports said the death toll could
reach five times as much.
The back-to-back tremors collapsed 411
buildings in Mexico City alone, Aguirre said. Six

thousand people were treated for injuries, and
5,000 capital residents were rendered homeless
by the quakes.
The first quake on Thursday hit a mighty 7.8
on the Richter scale, which measures ground
movement. The second quake Friday night
measured 7.3 on the Richter scale.
Rescue workers were continuing to look for
survivors, but said they would have to stop soon
and clear the rubble to avoid the possibility of an

Flood of spy scandals
strains Western Europe

Pravda says U.S. wants
stalemate in arms talks

BONN, West Germany (AP\ — From Oslo to
Athens, spy scandals, expulsions and a trial have
brought "spy fever" out of paperback thillers
and into real life.
The spy affairs gripping Western Europe have
strained East-West relations, embarrassed
governments and offered a rare glimpse into the
murky world of defectos and double agents.
West Germany's spy scandal has cost the job
of the nation's foreign intelligence chief and
threatened the career of the Cabinet minister
responsible for internal security.
West German officials strenuously emphasize
that the scandal, in which seven suspected East
German agents have been arrested or defected,
will not permanently harm improving relations
with East Germany.
The Greenpeace ship-sinking affair in New
Zealand and surrounding espionage allegations
brought about the resignation Friday of Frehch
Defense Minister Charles Hernu and the
dismissal of the head of France's secret service,
Adm. Peirre Lacoste.
In the British-Soviet affair, each side has expelled 31 diplomats, journalists and
businessmen. It began with the defection of
46-yedr-old Oleg A. Gordievski, identified as the
Soviet KGB spymaster in Britian.

MOSCOW (AP) — The Communist Party
newspaper Pravda said Saturday the United
States is seeking a stalemate at the Geneva arms
control talks, and the main issue is the militarization of space.
Meanwhile, Western diplomats inMoscow said
they have heard reports that the Soviets are
working on possible new proposals, but they
doubted there would be serious offers if the
United States' position on space weapons remains unchanged.
Pravda commented, "Not a single,
businesslike, practical constructive proposal has
come from the American side."

South African business
wants urgent reforms
^ JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) —
South Africa's big businessmen are pressing the
white-minority government to make fundamental reforms in the apartheid system under which
thev once prospered.
•
'
Anton Rupert, head of Rambrandt, the country's largest cigarette manufacturer, said, "This
is the government's final opportunity to correct
past wrongs and introduce the sort of reforms

epidemic caused by rotting bodies in the debris.
In Washington, President Reagan announced
that his wife Nancy would visit Mexico City today on her way to the West Coast to "explore the
support of the American people and explore how
we can lend a hand in this ordeal."
More than 18 million people live in the sprawling, 7,800-foot-high capital that is the world's
most populous urban area, according to United
Nations figures.

the country is so strongly signaling it needs so
urgently."
Economic recession in the country has deepened and the rand currency crashed last month
when foreign bankers worried about the political
crises refused to renew loans.
As a result, the men who control much of this
country's vast mineral and industrial wealth
declared that only fundamental reforms would
do.

Soviet seeks to join his
wife in United States
MOSCOW (AP) — A Soviet man who wrote a
letter to President Reagan asking for help in joining his American wife, has been sent to a labor
camp for two weeks on a conviction of "petty
hooliganism," his mother said Friday.
Sergei Petrov, 35, a free-lance photographer
who has been barred since 1981 from joining his1
wife in Virginia, was arrested on Thursday outside the U.S. Embassy and was immediately
sentenced, his mother Klavdia Petrova, told a
western reporter.
0
aues^foTh^
^ ft E* t0 Petrov's "SUSS !lp Tth a ,et,4 in which he said he
sympathized and would do what he could
Petrov married Virginia Hurt Johnson, 25. a
a
08,StUK-,m fl°m RoaDOke> Va- in ^bruary
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Mentally ill woman charged with death of her mother
ROANOKE (AP) - Three days after her
family tried and failed to have her committed to
a mental hospital, Norma Jean Byrd was charged
with stabbing her mother to death with a butcher
knife.
Franklin Amos, Byrd's brother-in-law, said
Friday the family "asked for help — pleaded for

A.H. Robins wants to
borrow $35 million
RICHMOND (AP) - A.H. Robins Co.'s
plans to borrow up to $35 million ran into
resistance Saturday from the Internal Revenue
Service and other company creditors.
Robins was in court to ask U.S. District Court

it . . . Norma Jean had a history of mental problems and suicidal tendencies."
Henry County Sheriff James Rogers said
Byrd's brother called police after he heard his
mother screaming, ran to her bedroom and pulled'a knife from her chesk, Rogers said.
A preliminary hearing hfts been set for Oct. 21.

Judge Robert R. Merhige for permission to borrow the money from three banks to meet a
seasonal cash shortage. Merhige is overseeing the
pharmaceutical company's bankruptcy Droceedings.
The IRS went on record Friday in opposition
to that request. The IRS contends Robins owes it
$61 million in back taxes and interest dating back
to 1978.

HitwS SSd*y»,Norma Jwn, in her mental condition, took the life of her sleeping mother, who
said.

What kind of condition will Norma Jean
d returns t0 normal and she

finH, Si*? ?H
Sven help*?"

** *** **

Why she was not

\

,0 meet
Lm
!h and°anthalf.
«P"» d^ng the
1
next
month
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nation
Congress moves to fund AIDS research
\

WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress, prodded
by public panic over AIDS, is moving to increase
money for research into the deadly disease, and a
Republican senator says "whatever resources are
needed" will be provided.
Several lawmakers on Capitol Hill said they
will provide the money that federal scientists
believe they must have to find a casue and cure
for acquired immune deficiency syndrome.

Priest accused of giving
youths alcohol, drugs
ROMEO, Mich. (AP) — A Roman Catholic
priest accused of supplying young people with
cocaine, marijuana and alcohol at his suburban
Detroit rectory has pleaded innocent to the
charges, state police say.
The Rev. Neil Kalina, 30, of St. Kieran Church
in Shelby Township, was freed on $12,000 bond
Friday after arraignment on one count of delivering cocaine, two counts of marijuana possession
and two counts of providing alcohol to minors,
said Trooper Curtis Schram.
Shram said he learned the priest was providing
and using the drugs with young people after investigating parents' complaints that he was supplying alcoholic beverages to them.

"Let me forcefully squash that aspect of
public panic over AIDS that can be attributed to
the belief that the federal government is holding
back on funding to find a cure for this disease,"
said Sen. Lowell Weicker, R-Conn., chairman of
the Senate Appropriations health subcommittee.

because of prejudice against homosexual men,
the group most afflicted by AIDS.
But Waxman said Friday he's certain his colleagues will vote for more AIDS research money
this year.

Rep. Henry Waxman, D-Calif., contends the
Reagan, administration held back on spending

Skimping on a few million dollars for research
is foolish, he says, because it could save the nation billions of dollars in future health costs.

The Archdoicese of Detroit said Kalina has
been ordered to leave the rectory and faces
church discipline.

manslaughter and drunken driving in connection
with a Dec. 8 Redondo Beach collision that killed
one man and injured two other people.

Motley Crue member
fined $3 million
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The lead singer for
the heavy-metal rock bank Motley Crue was
ordered Friday to pay nearly $3 million to victims of an alcohol-related car accident as part of
a plea bargain.
Vincent Neil Wharton, 24, also was required
to spend 30 days in the county jail, beginning
next June, and to continue performing 200 hours
of community service, which his law said has included benefit concerts and anti-drug and
alcohol speeches.
Wharton pleaded guilty in July to charges of

Nuclear war survivors
may develop AIDS
WASHINGTON (AP) — Nuclear war survivors would not only face darkness, cold,
famine and radioactive fallout but also could
develop a condition similar to AIDS, according
to a scientific study.
Dr. David S. Greer, dean of medicine at
Brown University, said Saturday environmental
stresses on nuclear war survivors could attack the
body's immune response, much like acquired immune deficiency syndrome.
The resulting immune system depression could
leave survivors susceptible to potentially deadly
infections, as does AIDS.

GO FROM COLLEGE TO THE ARMY
WITHOUT MISSING A BEAT.
The hardest thing about breaking into professional
music is—well, breaking into professiona
music. So if you Ye
looking for an opportunity to turn your
musical talent into
a full-time performing career, take a
good look at the
Army.
It's not
all parades
and John Philip
Sousa. Army
bands rock,
waltz and boogie
as well as march,
and they perform
before concert audiences as well
as spectators.
With an average

of 40 performances a month, there's
also the opportunity for travel—
not only across America, but possibly
abroad.
Most important, you can
expect a first-rate professional environment
from your instructors,
facilities and fellow
musicians. The Army
has educational .
programs that
can help you
pay for ofrduty instruction, and if
you qualify, even
help you
repay
your
federally-insured
student loans.
If you can sight-

read music, performing in the Army
could be your big break. Write:
Chief, Army Bands Office, Fort"
Benjamin Harrison, IN 46216-5005.
Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY BAND.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
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Lunch Buffet Now

7 DAYS A WEEK

11 am-2pm Just$3.39

Pre-Football Buffet

MONDAY

7 pm-9 pm Just $3.39

TUESDAY

4 pm -11 pm Lg. Dine-In Only

• Half- Price Pizza

SUNDAY, MONDAY

Happy Hour Prices
•
•
•
•
•

During NFL Games

2 Wide Screen TV's
Private Party Room
Group Rates
Salad Bar, Pasta, Sandwiches
Regular and Pan Crust'

FAST FREE DELIVERY

\A

433-0606
Cloverleaf Shopping Center

- Dinner Special.- Dinner Special . | Dinner Special |. Dinner Special .
■ Medium 1 Topping"" Medium 1 Topping I ■. Large
( arno
Pizza
/
I
Pizza
..
Plus 2 Free Cokes 11 Plus 2 Free Cokes | - Plus 4
(Reg. crusf only)
- (Reg. crust only) _
(Reg.

I

$6.00
" Include T»«

"

(■With coupon, Expires*
■J
10-10-85

$6.00
Include Ti»

With coupon, Expires
10-10-85

■■
■

Tnn^\r,n
1., Topping
Pizza
Free Cokes
crust only)

$8.00
InchjdMTu

With coupon, Expires
10-10-85

*.
11
- I

•i

Larae
Large

11 Tnnninn
Topping I
Pizza
Plus 4 Free Cokes
(Reg. crust only)

$8.00

J

IncludM Ta»

With coupon, Expires
10-10-85
|

